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Yarra Strategic Plan - a 10 year plan for the Yarra River corridor
This submission is by the Directors on behalf of Offshore & Specialist Ships Australia Ltd.
(OSSA for short). We would welcome the opportunity to discuss the River Strategy and follow
up on our thoughts with you.
OSSA respectfully acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, the Boon Wurrung and
Woiworrung (Wurundjer) people of the Kulin Nation and pays respect to their Elders past and
present.
Our comments relate primarily to the Inner City stretch of the river but do apply to the entire
river system.
OSSA feels that the design of the Yarra Strategic Plan is to be applauded however we would
respectfully like to draw attention to a number of points which we believe have either been
overlooked or not given sufficient prominence.
Your plan describes the river as “Our Lifeblood and our shared history” which indeed it has
been, is now and will be into the future provided we care for it and recognise all that it has provided. The draft strategy well recognises the history of the Traditional Owners and how important the river was to them. It recognises the nurturing relationship between the river and its
community. It recognises the changing environment we face and the growth of Tourism and its
value to the City.
The River strategy however does not mention anywhere the relationship to the city prosperity
and the importance that TRADE has provided. Greater emphasis should be attached to this
and inclusion of the wharves, vaults and warehouses along the river.
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The importance of the river to the City of Melbourne cannot be overstated. It must be a place
that is attractive to all. This of course means a clean environment mixed with attractions that
will draw people and be as iconic to Melbourne as Sydney Harbour is to that fine city.
To date the work and development of the river and its immediate surrounds East of the Kings
Bridge have been excellent. It is a pleasure walking to the East of the river which draws countless people numbers daily. It is a major tourist drawcard rewarding the businesses that have
been attracted to the area. However there is a lack of appropriate signage and rubbish strewn
about which really needs to be remedied to ensure the environment is kept pristine.
However West of the Kings Bridge and around into the dockland area is where we would like
to focus our submission.

Current position.
Walkways.
Problem: It is impossible to walk continuously along the north side of the river without diverting
across the river or dodging traffic across very busy roads ie Queens Bridge, Kings Way,
Spencers Street. Further west is a mix of developed and undeveloped areas but still no unbroken pathway..
Solution: There needs to be a continuous promenade stretching from the Tennis Centre along
the northern side of the River and around to Docklands. This needs to be wide enough for
pedestrians and cyclists to safely share. Signage to public transport must be prominently displayed allowing people to “hop on/hop off” . Pedestrians should not have to navigate busy
roads but be connected either by overhead or underpass pathways. A “Circle” route could be
planned linking trams and walkways. the walk should extend around to Victoria Harbour and
capture the Heritage Fleet if this is where they are to be located.
History
Problem: Melbourne has a wonderful history and in particular a Maritime History yet there is
very little acknowledgement of this. The “Polly Woodside” is a wonderful ship that is completely
under utilised to the point of almost being derelict. More must be done to raise the profile and
opportunity which this provides. Similarly across the River is the Mission to Seafarers. A stunning heritage listed building that is still functioning as a place of comfort for seafarers arriving in
port. Some rectification work is proceeding but Melbourne needs to do more to make these two
iconic sites a true gateway to a Melbourne Maritime Precinct.There are several maritime artefacts dotted about but in a haphazard manner and none have any signage so it does not mean
much.
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Solutions
Creation of a “Maritime” pathway will add significant interest ie ship propellers, anchors, capstans etc with clear signage advising history of the item. OSSA is able to work with the City of
Melbourne in obtaining and identifying these maritime objects.
A River “Time Line” should be developed and several of these should be placed along the
promenade. The “Time Line” should identify important sites along the river. The following photo
is an example of what might be done (this was produced by P&O Group for The City of London
celebrating the history of the Thames). Obviously this would need to be made suitable for outdoor conditions.

Boating & other water activities
Problem
We believe you have covered the issues well in your paper. We do however feel that permanent berthing needs to be found for the Heritage Vessels of Melbourne (Sailing vessels “Alma
Doepal”, “Enterprize“ and the steam tug “Wattle” ). These vessels add substantially to the river
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environment and need to have the assurance of a permanent berth. They will in time be a major tourist drawcard and should be supported.
Solution
Creation of a berthing area at the western end of Docklands. This area could also house a
vessel maintenance area which could be used both for commercial activities (providing assistance to visiting craft) and an educational facility to teach both boat and engineering skills.

Future Position
This is an opportunity to create a world Renowned Maritime Precinct.
Melbourne does not have a Maritime Centre and creation of a “Maritime Precinct” within Docklands is an ideal siting for a new and modern facility. Such a facility would be an excellent
drawcard for both local and international tourism, trade, science, educational, financial organisations etc. There is the potential to make full use of memorabilia and technology to draw together the :
PAST: Aboriginal heritage, early shipping and immigration etc,
PRESENT: Port of Melbourne, Container & Passenger Shipping, Offshore Oil & Gas, Science,
Royal Australian Navy etc
FUTURE: River & water technology, Above and Underwater tourism, City living on a ship, Electric Ships, Melbourne Port etc
Australia, and Melbourne in particular, has had and will always have a very strong influence in
shipping and the City should celebrate the achievements made and support future opportunities. A Maritime Centre will serve both as a showcase of achievements made and provide an
educational facility to support future developments in the maritime and water borne industry.
Technology
Problem
There is very little use made of technology when addressing public facilities. The future generations will (and already do) expect to have full access to internet and the provision of information at their fingertips.
Solution
The Maritime Precinct should have Free WiFi. Every artefact should have a Bar Code which
can be scanned to provide information. Electronic mapping (like in a shopping mall) should be
available to provide information on sites (perhaps commercial use could be available at a cost
for restaurants etc) and events Ie OSSA had a shipping exhibition at the Docklands Library last
November (2019) and this type of event could be shown.
The entire Maritime Precinct should have its own web site linked to the history, sites and activities along the river. This site should also have updates on river facts ie tides and how they affect flow, water purity, volume, innovation etc
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Joint Relationship With Industry & Universities
We would also propose that an approach should be made to bring together a Think Tank approach to how Industry and Education can have an ongoing role in the future usage and maintenance of the river. This would also draw in the many facets of Tourism such as Ferry boat
owners, pleasure craft, the Heritage Fleet etc. This is where an organisation such as Melbourne Maritime Heritage Network could provide assistance with their breadth of knowledge
and contacts.
We look forward to the continuing development of the river strategy and would like to be involved in future discussion and formation.

About Offshore & Specialist Ships Australia.
OSSA was formed in 2017 to preserve and publicly display memorabilia associated with specialist ships and to educate the value of these ships and seafarers to Australia. OSSA is currently headquartered at the Mission to Seafarers, 717 Flinders St., Docklands. Vic 3008. The
website is offshorespecialistships.com
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